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ABSTRACT: The study analyses the settlements along corridor of the ground surface above selected stations
and above the whole 2500 m long stretch of the two metro lines (East to West and South to North) which were
built at different times in Budapest. Soil profiles were assessed and ground settlement data plotted at the sta
tions and for each averaged cross-section of twenty to fifty metre long subsections. In this way the longitudi
nal and transverse settlement troughs, the maximum settlements and the extent of the troughs were established
and corrected with in the actual soil profiles. Also the consolidation data and the correlation between soil pro
tile, construction method and measmed settlement were examined.

1. INTRODUCTION

Budapest, capital of the Hungarian Republic, oper
ates the oldest underground line on the European
continent (1896 year), following the first sections of
the London Underground. There are now three un
derground lines in Budapest. Figure 1 shows the ex
isting lines, while the characteristics of the _existing
network are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Existing network of Budapest's underground lines.

Line 1 Line 2, Line 3
Dam ‘fivuilenium East-west North

( line” line South line

Total length 4,3 km 10,3 km 17,4 km
Mined/bored p ` - 7,8 km 5,4 lan
Surface - 1,4 km 2,2 km

Cut+cover I 4,3 km 1,1 km 9,8 km
Number of stations 1 1 11 21

Deep-level underground tunnel lines 2 and 3 were
built by shield cutters, in at depths of 15 to 30 m
below the ground surface. 1,6 to 1,8 bar compressed
air was used to control the groundwater.

The twin tubes with 22,0 m distance between the
axes were lined with circular reinforced concrete
tube elements of 5,5 m outer diameter. The voids
between the wall elements and the natural ground
were filled with a slurry of cement with added pul
verised local earth material, then water-glass was
injected as an accelerator with the grouting taking
place as a series of repeated steps.
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Figure 1. The underground lines in Budapest.

Some of the deep-level underground stations were
constructed by mining methods using a three-tunnel
type structure with outer diameters of 8,5 m. The
other part of the deep-level underground stations was
with a five-tunnel type. A major advantage of this
type is that the two side tunnels of the station were
constructed first by the shield method, and the inter
secting tunnels between them were then constructed
by the mining method.



This article reveals the experience gained in Buda
pest and presents some basic correlations between
surface settlement and tunnel construction.

In order to assess the assumed settlements and
make future predictions more accurately it was nec
essary to collect and analyse the experience and data
which accumulated during the course of tunnel con
struction for comparable conditions.

The investigation embraced in total 2500 m long
sections of the two metro lines built at different
times in Budapest, including the N-S line section
between Klinikak and Deék square stations, and the
E-W line section between Népstadion and Keleti
stations. /

The core of the article stems f`rom a commission by
METROBER given to the staff of the Geotechnical
Department -ofthe Budapest Technical University by
providing necessary design data and pemiitting
access to the sites of interest to enable them to study
the anticipated settlements and enhance calculation..methods. '
2. APPLIED APPROACH

The collected data (of rather significant quantity
were plotted) at each averaged cross-section for
twenty to fifty metre long subsections. In this way
the cross-sections of ground-settlement, the joint of
interaction for each, and the appreciable extent of the
settlement troughs were established and' related to
the actual soil profile. The consolidation data (up to
restored. equilibrium) were examined along with
correlation between soil profile and measured set
tlement. The role of the overburden in the develop
ment of maximum settlement was scrutinised sepa
rately.

3. GEOLOGICALCONDITIONS

The two examined metro line sections, close to the
Danube, lie in either a clayey stratum fiom the Mio
cene or more nequently in the “Kiscelli clay” of the
Mid Oligocene.

The “Kiscelli clay” (namedafter the location of its
first identification in northem Budapest) is bluish
grey or dark grey due to well dispersed tiny iron
sulphide grains within it. The “Kiscelli clay” is a
sediment of the Oligocene Sea and extends to con
siderable depths at up to 500 m in the Budapest area.
It is almost entirely homogeneous, consisting of clay
and finely ground grit. Occasionally sand stone
lenses up to 0,5 m thick interrupt its continuity. The
clay is hard, dense and water impermeable.
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The clays are overlain by sandy gravel, or gravelly
sand and, by pure sand, drift deposits fiom the Da
nube. The near-surface ground consists mostly Of
man-made sandy fill to various depths. The ground_
water level is 4 to 5 m below ground surface.

Figure 2 shows the longitudinal soil profile in the
surroundings of the N-S tunnel, along with the
thickness of characteristic strata and the depth of
overburden above the crown. The lower part of the
figure depicts the settlement in the mid-plane be
tween the twin tubes. These settlements refer to the
line sections only and do not include the settlements
that occurred during the construction of stations.
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Figure 2. Soil profile and settlement trough at the ground sur
face (without settlement Rom the station construction).

4. TIME-DEPENDENT DEVELOPMENT

Figure 3 shows the characteristic settlements in the
vertical mid-plane between the twin tubes. The
shield in the left-side tube worked some 200 to 210

m in f`ront of the right-side shield.
Several bench marks were inserted in the walls of

the adjacent buildings along the construction zone
and levelling took place at frequent intervals.

One can see that the settlement depended to some
extent on the location and rigidity of the building,
but - due to the almost similar structural properties
of the buildings - the basic tendencies remained sig
nificantly uniform.

The vertical displacement of the bench marks is
depicted as a time sequence in Figure 3a. The posi
tion of the cutting edge of each shield in terms of
distances from the investigated cross-section is
shown in Figure 3b. Also given is the velocity of the
settlement above the centreline of each tube, in
mm/week.

43 44 45 46



The rate of settlement of the f'1rst_(left-side) turmel
was typically 3 to 4 mm/week. Greater rates of 6 to
mm/week were recorded. for the second (right-side)
ttmnel which was 200 m behind the first, but this rate

only occurred, for a short period.

Figure 3c depicts the .stages of the settlement trough
developed at the given cross-section. The profiles
shown are based' on measurements made, but have
also been substantiated using the plot given in Figure
3d. This plot discussed in the next section.
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5. SHAPE OF THE SETTLEMENT TROUGH AT

THE DOUBLE TUNNEL

Depending on overburden thickness and soil type
25 to 50 m long “uniform” tunnel stretches were
used for plotting all simultaneously measured set
tlement data, and the shape of the settlement trough
was determined for each given stretch. In order fa
cilitate drawing the settlement troughs, the natural
log of settlement at a distance x from the tunnel
axis (or the mid-way vertical plane between two
tunnels), Ins, has been plotted against X2 section
was detennined. The reason for this plot is that a
Gaussian distribution is given by the following
equation

lns =lns,,,m, -a-x2 (1)
which can be expressed as

S :Smut 'eqalxz
where sm is the maximum settlement.
It is well established that tunnelling-induced set
tlement troughs closely follow a Gaussian distribu
tion (Peck, 1969; O’Reilly-and New, 1982; Grant

and Taylor, 1996) A straight line indicates that the
trough is of a Gaussian form (see Figure 3d) and
sm, is given by the intercept of the line with the Ins
axis when x2=0.

Another aim of the investigation was to-delineate
the zone beyond which settlement becomes negli
gible, i.e. s = 0,3 to 0,5 mm. 0
By extrapolating the averaged; inclination of the
straight line from the x2 vs In (s) relation, it was
possible to determine the length L (in metres) to
which the settlements practically extend:L = -L (3)

tan amuse

where: otavmge = the slope angle of the drawn
straight line.
The formula for determining the settlement in
terms of L is:

2-x 2

-Kel1=s,,._. -1 <4>
The cross-sectional area of the settlement curve is:



V =.¢ -J?/2»L (5)md!

The position ofthe inflexion point is at:

i zo. 35 -L (6)
The calculated shape of the settlement trough was
similar in 'every investigated cross-section. The set
of nonnalised curves depicting the relation be
tween axis distance x and maximum extent, as well
as the relation between settlement over maximal
settlement fall- within a close range (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Normalized settlement trough at the ground surface.
Budapest Metro lines.

6. SHAPE OF TI-[E SETTLEMENT TROUGH AT
THE STATIONS

The magnitude and extent ofthe settlement above a
station is influenced by the adjoining engineering
structures as well as the method of tunnelling.

Figure 5 shows the contour lines of the 'settle
ment on the grolmd surface above one of the sta
tions of the fiveitunnel type, constructed by the
_mining method. 1
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Figure 5. Contour line representation of the settlement above
a station.

The variation in the shape of the normalised
settlement curves, caused by adjacent structures ig
evident from the wide range seen in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Normalized settlement through at the ground sur
face at the Budapest Metro stations.

7. TIME - AND CONSTRUCTION METHOD _

DEPENDENT SETTLEMENT

The influence of the excavated volume and the rate
of excavation for the mining method used for con
structing the stations on the magnitude and time
dependence of the settlement on the ground smface
was examined. Roughly 20 m long stretches were
delineated for this purpose- i11 concordance with
the applied construction method -first along the
adits, then for the vaults plus cores. It was remark
able that for almost each section the same surface

settlement ensued when the adit (driftway) was cut
and the vault plus core were cut later in a common
phase. Note, that the volume of the adit constitutes
only 30 per cent of the total tube. In respect of
settlement development, the case 'at the “Klinikak”
station may serve as an example, insofar when the
speed of adit excavation was increased by 35 per
cent, the intensity of the settlement decreased by
about 40 per cent.

Table 2 and Table 3 show typical results from
the monitoring.

Table 2. Analyses of the “Klinikak” underground station.
(D=5,5 m, two side tunnels by the shield method, and the in

ternal tunnels were constructed by the mining methods.).

adit Vau1t+core
P1306 mi/week week m3/week mm/week

I. section (22m) 53 1,12 124 1,25
II/a. section (20m) 46 1,54 118 1 3711/b.section (20m)_ 57 1,68 ’
III/a section(18 m) 42 2,73* 136 1,33
Average 49,6 1,76 126 1,31
*Remarkz Near the excavator tube



Table 3. Ferenc Station (Five D=7,1 rn by mining method)

Without the effect of the ventilator shatt and tube settlement

Place Abit/driftway Vault+core
_ m3/week mm/week ma/week mm/week

I. section _ ” 85 1,05 230 0,88
III. section '_ 46 ” 1,44 115 0,39
II/a. section » 43 1,52 205 = 2,47
H/b. section 83 1,03 247 1,05
Average 64 1,26 199 1,19

SINFLUENCE OF OVERBURDEN
THICKNESS

8.1 Double-tunnel line

Having determined the maximum settlement in the
cross~sections, we were interested to investigate
the role of the thickness of well separated and cor
rectly identified soil strata above the crown. What
we found was that the magnitude of settlement de
pended mostly on the thickness of the clay above
the crown, while the total thickness of the overbur
den had far less influence on the settlement.

When all detennined maximum settlements are

plotted on a graph, we can recognise that a charac
teristic equation can be written for the boundary
curve that embraces the points. The product of clay
thickness (in metres) and of maximum settlement
(in millimetres) is constant (see Figure 7). and is
given by expressions (7) and (8):

sm =   upper boundary curve (7)
hclay [ml

sm," = lg-  lower boundary curve (8)
hday  1
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Figure 7. Correlation between clay cover and settlement.

Looking at the figure, it is clear how important it is
to maintain a certain clay cover (related to tunnel
diameter) above the crown to avoid deleterious
settlements at the ground surface.

It should be mentioned, however, that the range
of expected settlements depends also on applied
construction method. Our experience indicated that
the improved construction method for the later
built N-S line resulted in lower settlement values
than those for the earlier constructed E-W metro
line.

8.2 Stations

The experience in Budapest shows that the con
struction of a metro station causes significant
settlements on the ground stnface. Apart from the
geological condition the reason for this unforttmate
event lies in the applied construction method. The
mining technique adopted comprised too many
separate phases, which one-by-one, raised stress
concentrations in the subsurface ground and cuhni
natedein huge settlements. The conclusion is to use
simple techniques as with tunnelling.

In Figure 8 the correlation between the clayey
overburden thickness and the settlement at selected

metro stations which had comparable geological
conditions and the same (three, or five) tube design
is plotted.
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9. WIDTH OF THE SETTLEMENT TROUGH

Levelling results over the ground surface in the
construction corridor indicated that the settlement
trough was_ rather wide under the given conditions
in Budapest; It was therefore decided to investigate
what role the given stratification plays in settle
ment development.

Using the previously presented analytical meth
ods, the extents of the trough to the right (L,-ight)
and left side (Lien) from the axis were determined
for some ofthe subsections. It was anticipated that
different inclination angles would prevail in the
hard impermeable /clay and in the overlying, water
saturated granular soil.

Mathematically, the least 'squares method was
used to solve the redundant equations for calculat
ing the assumed inclination values for the two soil
types. Repeated analyses confirmed that the incli
nation angle of the settlement delineating plane in
the hard clay is |33 = (45 -+ ¢/2)°, while in the
overlying, water-saturated granular strata it
changes to B = (<|>/3)°. With respect to the clay, the
same value can be found frequently in the literature
(with a standard deviation of 2,5°).

In om' case, the inclination angle in the _granular
strata was rather flat, which may explain why
settlements were experienced to such so farexten
ts. (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Typical extension of the settlement trough.

10 CONCLUSION

The data and fmdings presented refer to the subsur
face conditions in the Budapest area. However,
they might be used to gain insight into surface set
tlement phenomena, their extents and magnitudes,
in other regions where comparable conditions ex
ist

0 Excavation_ techniques that consist of few
and simple steps and can be performed
quickly, may significantly reduce both the
magnitude and the extent of surface sett1¢_
ments.

0 The width of the settlement trough is
strongly dependent on the geology of the
site.
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